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® Distributed control of telecommunication network for setting up an alternative communication
path.

® A method for restoring a communication failure in a network comprises the steps of providing a predeter-

mined order for selection to the links (LO - L5) included in the network, searching an alternative communication

path upon a failure In communication occurring in the network, producing at a first arbitrary node (N8. N4)

^ included in the alternative communication path, a first path setup message containing at least information about

the number of the paths to be selected in a first link extending from the first node for setting up the alternative

j2 communication path, and an identification code of the path that is to be selected at first In the first link for

establishing the alternative communication path, transmitting the first path setup message to a second node (N4,

N2) also included in she alternative communication path and connected to the first node by a second link, for

effecting a setup of connection therein. The second node selects paths with the number specified by the path

Ify setup message according to said predetermined order of selection and effects a connection to the paths in the

first link according to the order of selection.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to telecommunication systems and more particularly to a

telecommunication network that has a distributed control for restoring a communication failure in the

5 network automatically.

In the telecommunication network that Includes a plurality of nodes connected with each other By links,

a communication path is established through a number of nodes, and information is passed between the

nodes as well as through links that connects the nodes with each other. When a failure occurs in one or

more of the nodes or links that form a communication path, an alternative communication path has to be

10 searched for in order to maintain the connection. It should be noted that such an alternative path has to

have a sufficient transmission capacity for maintaining the information traffic.

Conventionally, two different control processes are known for performing the alternative path searching,

one being known as a centralized process and the other being known as a distributed process. The

centralized process uses a center station provided commonly to the nodes that are included in the network.

;5 In the centralized process, the center station conducts a search for an alternative path that avoids a

defective node or link upon detection of failure in one of the nodes or links forming a communication path.

In such a centralized process, the center station is required to conduct an extensive and complex searching

operation of the alternative path for numerous combinations of the nodes, and the time necessary for

restoring communication inevitably becomes long. Needless to say, one has to provide an extensive

20 processing facility at the center station.

The distributed process, on the other hand, activates a so-called flooding process at first at the node

that is included in the existing communication path and located adjacent to the defective node or link.

There, the node activates a broadcast with a message indicative of the search for an alternative path

originating from a first end node and extending to a second end node, together with information that

25 designates the node that has issued the message as being the second end node of the alternative path.

There, the message is transmitted to all the nodes that are linked to the second end node, and each node

that has received the broadcasted message in turn activates a re-broadcasting with a message with the

information for designating the node that has caused the rebroadcast stamped on the message. When the

first end node receives the broadcast after one or more re-broadcastings, the first end node can identify the

30 path that the message has been transmitted on by examining the information about the nodes that are

included in the message. Thus, by sending the information along the path thus identified in the direction

opposite to the direction of the broadcast, one can maintain the connection while avoiding the defective

node.

FIG.1 shows the foregoing distributed control process conducted in a network to search for the

35 alternative path.

Referring to FIG.1 showing a part of the network, the network includes a number of nodes N1 - N10

wherein a communication path passing through the nodes N2, N5 and N8 is first established for carrying

information traffic that flows from the node N2 to the node N8 via the node N5 or vice versa. When the

node N5 becomes defective, for example, this fact is detected immediately at the node N2 or N8 that is

40 located adjacent to the defective node N5, and one of the nodes, such as the node N8. activates a

broadcast to all the nodes that are linked thereto. There, the node N8 transmits a path-search message in

search of the alternative path, wherein the node. N8 is identified in the message as an end node of the

alternative path and the node N2 is identified as another end node of the alternative path. In response to the

broadcast from the node N8, each of the nodes adjacent to the node N8, such as the nodes N4, N6, N7,

45 N9 re-broadcasts the path-search message with the information identifying the node, such as the

node N4, that causes the re-broadcasting being stamped on the path-search message. By repeating the

foregoing broadcasting process, the path-search message ultimately reaches the end node N2 with the

information of the nodes, such as the node N4, through which the path-search message has been relayed.

Based upon the path-search message thus received, the node N2 transmits a message for setting up an

50 alternative path that avoids the defective node N5 to the relaying node N4 for affecting a switching of

communication path therein, and the node N4 in turn transmits a message for effecting a switching of the

communication path to the node N8. Thereby, an alternative communication path is setup between the node

N2 and the node N8.

When restoring communication according to the alternative path thus searched, it is necessary to

55 rewrite the interconnection switching table, called VPI (virtual path identifier) table, that is provided in each

node for specifying the cross-connection between incoming transmission paths and outgoing transmission

paths so that the information transmitted from an end node of the alternative path reaches the other end

node. According to the CCITT protocol, there are in all 4096 virtual path identifiers in each link, and the VPI

3
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table therefore contains a matrix for cross-connecting 4096 virtual path Identifiers as represented In TABLE
I. wherein TABLE t shows the VP! table for a node, such as the node N8. that switches the incoming virtual
paths 0001, 0002. 0003, 0004 ... to outgoing virtual paths 0001. 0002, 0003. 0004, . . . respectively, where
the numerals such as 0001, 0002, 0003. 0004 . . . represent the virtual path identifier.

TABLE I

;5

IN
• OUT

0001 0001

0002 0002

0003 0003
0004 0004

4906 4906

It should be noted that each node has its own VP! table that differs from other nodes for establishing a
predetermined communication path. Thus, it will be understood that the VPI table has to be modified when
restoring communication and that the information for modifying the VPI table has to be transmitted to each
of the nodes that are included in the alternative path. As the VPI table includes 4096 Items, the transmission
of the whole VPI table to all of the nodes included in the alternative path requires transmission of a very
large amount of information. The transmission of such a large amount of information through low-speed
control channel of the network requires a considerable amount of time, and the time needed for establishing
the alternate path becomes inevitably long.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Accordingly, it is a general object of the present invention to provide a novel and useful control process
of a telecommunication network, wherein the foregoing problems are eliminated.

Another and more specific object of the present invention is to provide a control process of a
telecommunication network for restoring a communication failure in the network by searching for an
alternative communication path, wherein the amount of information necessary for modifying the VPI table at
nodes included in the searched alternative path is substantially reduced.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a method for restoring a communication failure in a
network, said network comprising a plurality of nodes connected with each other by links, each link
including a plurality of paths, said method comprising the steps of: providing a predetermined order of
selection for each path in a link; searching for an alternative communication path extending from a first end
node to a second end node via an intermediate node by activating a path search process; deciding the
transmission capacity necessary for said alternative communication path; effecting a connection, at said first

end node, after said step of searching for said alternative communication path has been completed,
between the paths included in a first link extending from said first end node and forming a part of an
original communication path, and the paths included in a second link extending from said first end node and
forming a part of said alternative communication path, said paths in said second link being determined
based upon said transmission capacity of said alternative communication path; transmitting from said first

end node a path setup message that contains information about the transmission capacity that is required
for the alternative communication path, the number of the paths included in said second link and used for
said alternative communication path, and an identification of a reference path that is included in said second
link and used for said alternative communication path, said path setup message being transmitted along
said second link, said reference path being the first path in said second link that Is selected for said
alternative communication path; identifying, in an intermediate node which is included in said alternative
communication path and to which a path setup message is supplied via a third link that forms a part of said
alternative communication path, the paths included in said third link and to be switched at said Intermediate
node for setting up said alternative communication path, based upon said path setup message supplied
thereto, said path setup message containing information about the transmission capacity that Is required for
the alternative communication path, the number of the paths included in said third link and to be used at
said intermediate node for establishing said alternative communication path, and an identification of a
reference path that is first selected in said third link for establishing said alternative communication path;
effecting a switching at said intermediate node for connecting those paths that are included in said third link

4
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and identified based upon said path setup message, to paths that are included in a fourth link that extends

from said intermediate node and forms a part of said alternative communication path, said intermediate

node further transmitting a modified path setup message via said fourth link so that said modified path

setup message contains a reference path that is first selected for establishing said alternative communica-

5 tion path, in addition to the information indicating the transmission capacity required for said alternative

communication path and the number of the paths used for the alternative communication path; identifying,

in said second end node to which a path setup message is supplied via a fifth link that forms a part of said

alternative communication path, the paths included In said fifth link and to be switched at said second end

node for setting up said alternative communication path, based upon a path setup message supplied

10 thereto, said path setup message containing information about the transmission capacity that is required for

the alternative communication path, the number of the paths included in said fifth link and to be used at

said intermediate node for establishing said alternative communication path, end an identification of a

deference virtual path that is included in said paths in said fourth link and is first selected for establishing

said alternative communication path; and effecting a switching at said second end node to connect those

15 paths that are included in said fifth link and identified based upon said path setup message, to paths that

are included in a sixth link that extends from said intermediate node and forms a part of an original

communication path. According to the present Invention, it is possible to minimize the information that is

transmitted along the alternative communication path to effect the modification of the VPI table in each node

included therein. Thereby, a quick switching for the alternative communication path can be achieved.

20 Other objects and further features of the present invention will become apparent from the following

detailed description when read in conjunction with the attached drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

25 FIG.1 is a diagram showing a part of the conventional telecommunication network:

FIG.2 is a diagram showing the setup of a communication path in the telecommunication network shown
in FIG.1;

FIG.3 is a diagram showing the construction of a node used in the telecommunication network of FIG.2;

FIG.4 is a diagram showing a searching process for an alternative communication path upon a failure

30 occurring in one of the nodes;

FIG. 5 is a diagram showing an example of the path restoration message used in the process of FIG.4 for

restoring communication;

FIG.6 is a diagram showing the setup of alternative path in the telecommunication network of FIG.2

according to a first embodiment of the present invention;

35 FIGS.7(A) and 7(B) are diagrams showing the modification of the VPI table in each node for achieving

the setup of the alternative communication path;

FIGS.8(A) and 8(B) are flowcharts showing the operation of various nodes for effecting the setup of the

alternative communication path;

FIG.9 is a diagram showing the format of information that is transmitted in a network operating in a

40 synchronous transfer mode according to a second embodiment of the present invention;

FIG. 10 is a diagram showing the setup of the alternative communication path according to the second

embodiment; and

FIGS. 11 (A) - 11(E) are diagrams showing the switching occurring at various nodes in the network for

restoring the communication according to the second embodiment.

45

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

Before describing the preferred embodiments of the present invention, a brief summary about the setup

of a communication path in the telecommunication network and a process for searching for an alternative

50 communication path in such a telecommunication network upon a failure occurring in the existing commu-
nication path will be given. It should be noted that the process for searching for the alternative communica-

tion path mentioned herein is known for example from the United States patent 4,956.835 to Grover or from

European Laid-open Patent Publication EP 0 436.201 by the applicant of the present invention, both of

which are incorporated herein as references.

55 FIG.2 shows a part of the network already explained with reference to FIG.1.

Referring to FIG.2 showing the setup of a communication path in the network, a center station C
supplies control signals to respective nodes that are included in the communication path to be established

over a control channel, and each node is provided with a VPI table explained previously with reference to

5
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TABLE I. Thereby, incoming-side virtual paths and outgoing side virtual paths are cross-connected with
each other based upon the VPI table thus set in each node. In the illustrated example, the node L8 is
connected to the node N5 by a link LO and to the node N4 by a link L2, the node N4 is connected to the
node N2 by a link L3 and to the node N5 by a link L5, and the node N2 has another link L4, the node N8

5 also has another link L1
.
and the communication path may for example be setup successively through the

links LI
, LO. L5 and L4 and vice versa.

FIG.3 shows the hardware construction of the node Included in the network of FIG.2.
Referring to FIG.3, the node includes a number of incoming-side interface units 32 connected physically

to the incoming trunks and a number of outgoing-side interface units 36 connected physically to the
70 outgoing trunks, wherein the incoming-side interface units 32 produce output signals on 4096 virtual paths

while the outgoing-side interface units 36 produce output signals to be transmitted along the outgoing trunks
based upon input signals supplied thereto from 4096 virtual paths. Further, there is provided a switching
unit 34 that switches the connection between the 4096 virtual paths from the incoming-side interface units
32 and the 4096 virtual paths to the outgoing-side interface units 36 based upon the VPI table that is

75 provided in a VPI unit 33. Further, the interface units 32 and 36 as well as the VPI unit 33 are controlled by
a controller 31 that refers to a database stored in a memory unit 31 A for the control. Thereby the VPI unit
33 and the switching unit 34 form a cross-connection unit 35 that achieves the foregoing cross connection
of the virtual paths.

Next, the searching process for searching for an alternative path upon a failure in the network will be
20 described with reference to FIGS 4 and 5.

Referring to FIG.4 showing the occurrence of a failure in the node N5 that is included in the
communication path which extends from the node N2 to the node N8 and transmits a flow of information
through the node N5 via the links L4. L5, LO and LI, the failure of the node N5 is detected for example by a
supervisory function of the center station C. Alternatively, the failure may be detected either at the node N2

25 or at the node N8 upon the detection of a loss of incoming signals or an error in the information received. In
any event, the nodes N2 and N8 are informed of the failure and one of the nodes N2 and N8, such as the
node N8, transmits to all the nodes that are connected thereto a message indicating that a search for an
alternative communication path is being conducted.

FIG.5 shows an example of a format of the path-search message that is transmitted from the node N8
30 during the searching process for searching for the alternative path.

Referring to FIG.5, the path-search message includes five fields, wherein the first field designated as
"field 1" stores the node identification number or code of the node that transmits the path-search message.
On the other hand, the second field designated as "field 2" stores the node identification code of the source
node that has dispatched the path-search message, while the third field designated as "field 3" stores the

35 node identification code of the target node located on the communication path and to which node the path-
search message is directed for establishing an alternative path. In other words, the alternative path is
established between the target node and the source node. In the example of FIG.4. the node N8 acts as the
source node and the node N2 acts as the target node. The fourth and fifth fields are used for other
purposes. Thus, the message dispatched from the node N8 upon the detection of the failure at the node N5

40 includes the node identification of the node N8 at the first and second fields and the node identification of
the node N2 at the third field.

The path-search message is broadcasted from the node N8 to all the nodes that are located adjacent to
the node N8 via unused paths, and the node that receives the path-search message stores the same in the
memory device such as the memory 31 A provided therein. Further, the node checks whether the node

45 identification set in the fields 2 and 3 corresponds to the node identification of the node itself. If NO, the
node stamps its own node identification in the field 1 and re-broadcasts the path-search message.' For
example, the node N4 re-broadcasts the path-search message that the node N4 has received Thus, after
one or more re-broadcastings, the path-search message ultimately reaches the node N2, wherein the node
N2 recognizes the node identification in the field 3 that designates the same node as the node N2. The

50 node N2 then dispatches an acknowledgement message that the alternative communication path has been
discovered to the node N4. based upon the node identification stamped in the field 1 of the path search
message, and the acknowledgement message is relayed back to the node N8 that has issued the path
search message by referring to the stamp of the node identification in the field 1 . It should be noted that
each node that has relayed the path search message stores the path search message that the node has

55 received at the memory device 31 A.

In response to the detection, at the node N8, of the acknowledgement message returned from the node
N2. the node N8 activates the setting up of the alternative communication path. Hereinafter, the setting up
of the alternative communication path that forms the essential part of the present invention will be

6
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described, with reference to FIG.6.

Referring to FIG.6 sfiowing a first embodiment of tfie present invention, wherein an alternative

communication path has been found which passes through an intermediate node N4 via the links L2 and L3,

the node N8 at one end of the alternative communication path effecting a modification of the VPI table

5 therein such that virtual paths 0002, 0003 and 0004 that are included in the link LI and form a part of the

defective original communication path together with the corresponding virtual paths 0002, 0003 and 0004 of

the link LO, are connected respectively to virtual paths 1001, 1002 and 1003 that are included in the link L2,

which link forms a part of the alternative communication path and connects the node N8 to the node N4.

There, the virtual paths 1001. 1002 and 1003 which have not been used for other communication purposes

JO in the link L2 can be freely used for the alternative communication path.

The selection of the virtual paths 1001, 1002 and 1003 is achieved based upon the capacity necessary

for sustaining the alternative communication path and further based upon a predetermined rule that is

common to each node of the network. In the present embodiment, the unused virtual paths in the second
link L2 are selected, starting from a virtual path having the highest priority, until a number of the unused

;5 virtual paths sufficient for sustaining the lost traffic are secured. When the total transmission capacity of the

unused virtual paths 1001 - 1003 in the link L2 is insufficient for sustaining the lost communication traffic, a

second alternative communication path will be searched for after the alternative communication path under

consideration is setup successfully.

It should be noted that the virtual paths in a link forming the network of the present invention are

20 allocated a predetermined priority and predetermined transmission capacity. For example, the virtual path

1001 has the highest order of priority among the virtual paths 1001 - 1003 and has a transmission capacity

of 100 t^bit/sec. Similarly, the virtual path 1002 has the second order of priority and has a transmission

capacity of 50 Mbit/sec. Further, the virtual path 1003 in the second link also has the second highest priority

and has a transmission capacity also of 50 Mbit/sec.

25 Thus, when the total capacity of the lost traffic detected at the node N8 is 200 Mbits/sec, which

corresponds to the loss of the virtual paths 0002, 0003 and 0004 at the node N5, the virtual paths 1001,

1002 and 1003 are sufficient for sustaining the alternative communication path. The modification of the VPI

table at the node N8 for effecting the switching of the connection at the node N8 will be described below

with reference to FIG. 7(A).

30 In order to establish a connection for the alternative communication path all the way from the node N8
to the node N2, it is necessary to transmit information about the virtual paths 1001 - 1003 thus selected at

the node N8 to the intermediate node N4 at the other side of the link L2 to effect a switching therein such

that the virtual paths 1001 - 1003 are connected to the virtual paths in the link L3 that connects the node N4
and the node N2.

35 For this purpose, the node N8 transmits a path setup message that is formed of three fields, the first

field for storing the number of the virtual paths to be switched, the second field for storing the transmission

capacity required for the alternative communication path, and the third field for storing the VPI of the virtual

path in the link, which path has the highest order of priority as illustrated in F1G.6. For example, the path

setup message sent from the node N8 to the node N4 includes a numeral three (3) in the first field which is

40 the number of the virtual paths to be selected in the link for establishing the alternate communication path,

the transmission capacity of 200 Mbits/sec in the second field which is the total transmission capacity

necessary for sustaining the alternative communication path, and the VPI 1001 in the third field which is the

identification of the virtual path included in the link and has the highest priority. As the path setup message
contains only three fields, the amount of information transmitted from the node N8 to the node N4 to effect

45 the modification of the VPI table is significantly reduced. This effect becomes particularly significant when a

very large number of virtual paths are included in the alternative communication path.

In response to the path setup message thus transmitted from the node N8, the node N4 recovers the

virtual path identifiers 1001, 1002 and 1003 based upon the order of priority in the database of the node N4.

Further, the node N4 effects a switching of the virtual paths therein by modifying the VPI table such that the

50 virtual paths 1001 - 1003 in the link L2 are connected to virtual paths 2001 - 2003 that are included in the

link L3. In order to effect the switching, therefore, it is necessary to select the unused virtual paths 2001 -

2003 in the node N4. When selecting the virtual paths at the node N4. it is of course necessary to secure

the transmission capacity for the alternative communication path. Further, the number of the virtual paths

should be equal to the number of the virtual paths in the link extending between the nodes N8 and N4 and

55 forming the alternative communication path.

In the present embodiment, the node N4 selects three unused virtual paths 2001. 2002 and 2003 in the

link extending between the node N4 and the node N2 according to the order of priority and the required

transmission capacity. In the illustrated example, the virtual path 2001 has the highest priority order among

7
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the three virtual paths 2001 - 2003. Further, the node N4 re-transmits the path setup message to the node
N2 after modification to replace the virtual path identifier of the highest priority from the former VPl value of
1001 with the updated VPl value of 2001. See FIG.6. Again, one can reduce the amount of information
necessary for transmitting the virtual path identifiers by transmitting the path setup message rather than

5 transmitting the entire VPl table.

At the end node N2, the virtual path identifiers of the selected virtual paths are recovered from the path
setup message transmitted from the node N4, and the VIP table at the node N2 is modified such that the
virtual paths 2002. 2001 and 2003 are connected respectively to the virtual paths that form the original
communication path in the link L4 exiting from the node N2. such as the paths 0002. 0003 and 0004.

JO Thereby, the virtual path 2001 having the highest priority in the link L3 is connected to the virtual path 0003
that has the highest priority in the link L4 forming the original communication path, the virtual path 2002
having the second priority in the link L3 is connected to the virtual path 0002 having the second priority in
the link L4, and the virtual path 2003 having the second priority in the link L3 similar to the virtual path 2002
but having a VPl number smaller than the virtual path 2002. is connected to the corresponding virtual path

75 0004 that also has the second priority in the link L4 and the VPl number smaller than the virtual path 0003.
FIGS. 7(A) and 7(B) show the foregoing modification of the VPl table, wherein FtG.7(A) shows the

modification at the node N8 while FIG.7{B) shows the modification at the node N2.
Referring to FIG.7{A) showing the VPl table at the node N8, the original VPl table Indicating the cross-

connection between the virtual paths 0001 - 0004 in the link LI and the virtual paths 0001 - 0004 in the link
12 is modified such that the virtual path 0003 is connected to the virtual path 1001. the virtual path 0002 is
connected to the virtual path 1002, and the virtual path 0004 is connected to the virtual path 0003, as
already explained. As already noted, the virtual path 1001 has the transmission capacity of 100 Mbits/sec
and has the highest priority among the virtual paths 1001 - 1003. while the virtual paths 1002 and 1003 both
have the transmission capacity of 50 Mbits/sec and the second priority order. By selecting the virtual paths
1001 - 1003 for the alternative communication path, one can secure the transmission capacity of 203
Mbits/sec.

Similarly, the original VPl table at the node N2 is modified as shown in FIG.7(B), wherein the virtual
path 2001 is connected to the virtual path 0003, the virtual path 2002 is connected to the virtual path 0002
and the virtual path 2003 is connected to the virtual path 0004. There, it will be seen in FIG.7(B) that the
virtual path 2001 has the highest order of priority and the transmission capacity of tOO Mbits/sec, while the
virtual paths 2002 and 2003 both have the second order of priority and the transmission capacity of 50
Mbits/sec.

FIGS.8(A) and 8(B) show the details of the foregoing path setup process conducted at the nodes N8 N4
and N2.

20

25

30

35

40

45

Referring to FIG.8(A), a discrimination is made in each node, as indicated in a step 1, whether the node
under consideration is the end node such as the node N8 from which the path search message has been
dispatched, whether the node under consideration is the intermediate node such as the node N4 that has
been discovered as a result of the flooding process, or whether the node under consideration is the node at
the other end of the alternative communication path such as the node N2.

When the node under consideration is the node N8 from which the path search message has been
dispatched as indicated in a step 2, the virtual paths such as the virtual paths 0002, 0003 and 0004 that are
included in the link LI and forming the original communication path are selected together with the
respective orders of priority and transmission capacities.

Next, a step 3 is conducted to search for the unused virtual path having the highest order of priority in
the link L2 by referring to a database provided in the node N8. It should be noted that the database is
provided in the memory device such as the memory 31 A {see FIG.3) and stores therein the virtual paths, for
each link extending from the node N8. together with the respective orders of priority and the transmission
capacities. There, those virtual paths, including the already established alternative communication path, that
are already in use for other communication purposes are of course excluded. Thereby, the virtual path 1001

50 may be selected as the virtual path having the highest priority. When the virtual path 1001 is already in use.
the virtual paths 1002 and 1003 having the second order of priority are selected.

Next, in a step 4, a discrimination is made whether there are a plurality of selected virtual paths having
the same priority in the link L2. and if the result is YES. the virtual path having a largest transmission
capacity is selected in a step 5. Further, in a step 6. a discrimination is made whether there are a plurality

55 of selected virtual paths wherein the transmission capacity is the same, and if the result is YES, the virtual
path having the smallest VPl value is selected in a step 7.

Next, a discrimination is made in a step 8 whether the transmission capacity of the link formed by the
virtual path(s) thus selected is equal to or larger than the required transmission capacity of the alternative

8
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communication path or not, and if the result of the step 8 is NO, the selected virtual path such as the virtual

path 1001 is used for modifying the VPI table of the node in a step 9 such that the selected virtual path is

connected to one of the virtual paths included in the first link, such as the virtual path 0003. When the

virtual path 0003 having the highest priority is selected, the virtual path 1001 having the highest priority is

5 connected in the step 9 to the virtual path 0003 thus selected. Similarly, when the virtual path 0002 having

the second priority is selected in the step 4, the virtual path 1002 having the second priority is connected to

the virtual path 0002 in the step 9. Further, a discrimination is made in a step 10 whether there is a virtual

path in the original communication path that is yet to be restored, and if YES. the steps starting from the

step 3 are repeated. By repeating the processes between the step 3 and the step 10, the virtual paths 1002

10 and 1003 are selected consecutively and respectively connected to the virtual paths 0002 and 0004

according to the order of priority and the transmission capacity as a result of the modification of the VPI

table in the step 9.

In the foregoing processes, when the result of discrimination is NO in the step 4, the steps 5 - 7 are

skipped. Similarly, when the result of discrimination is NO in the step 6, the step 7 is skipped. Further,

15 when it is discriminated in the step 8 that the transmission capacity of the link L2 thus setup has exceeded

the transmission capacity of the alternative communication path, or when it is discriminated in the step 10

that there is no virtual path to be restored, the path setup message described previously is produced and

dispatched, in a step 1 1 . It should be noted that the foregoing steps 1-11 are conducted under the control

of the controller 31 provided in the node.

20 Next, the operation at the intermediate node such as the node N4 will be described.

Referring to FIG.8(A) again, a step 21 is conducted, as a result of a discrimination made in the step 1,

for identifying the node as being the intermediate node, and a step 22 is conducted to receive the path

setup message from the node such as the node N8 that Is included in the alternative communication path

and linked to the node under consideration by the link L2. Further, the virtual paths such as the virtual paths

25 1001, 1002 and 1003 are recovered from the path setup message thus transmitted based upon, the

database in the node N4 and the VPI table at the intermediate node is modified as already described by

selecting the virtual paths that are included in the link L3 extending from the node N4 and forming a part of

the alternative communication path. There, the virtual paths In the links L2 and L3 are connected according

to the order of priority in each link, similarly to the node N8. It should be noted that the order of priority of

30 the virtual paths in the links L2 and L3 is stored in the database provided in the node N4. Further, the path

setup message is modified by setting the VPI of the virtual path having the highest priority in the link L3,

such as the virtual path 2001. and the path setup message thus modified is then transmitted, in a step 24,

to the node N2 along the link L3.

Further, FIG.8(B) shows the operation of the end node such as the node N2 located at the other end of

35 the alternative communication path.

Referring to FIG.8(B), a step 31 is conducted to identify the node N2 at the other end of the alternative

communication path, and a step 32 is conducted for receiving the path setup message that is transmitted

from the intermediate node N4 along the link L3. There, the virtual paths 2001, 2002 and 2003 are

recovered based upon the path setup message according to respective the orders of priority, transmission

40 capacities and numbers of the virtual paths by referring to the database of the node N2. Further, in a step

33, the virtual paths included in the link L4 that extends from the node N2 and forming a part of the original

communication path are searched by referring to the same database of the node N2. In the case of FIG.6,

the step 33 searches for the virtual paths 0002, 0003 and 0004, wherein the virtual path 0003 has the

highest order of priority and the virtual paths 0002 and 0004 have the second order of priority, in conformity

45 with the order of priority at the node N8.

Next, in a step 34, a virtual path having the highest priority such as the virtual path 0003 in the link L4 is

identified, and a discrimination is made in a step 35 whether there are a plurality of such virtual paths

having the same order of priority. If such a plurality of virtual paths exist, a step 36 is conducted to select

the virtual paths having the largest transmission capacity from the virtual paths selected In the step 34.

50 Further, when It is discriminated in a step 37 that there are a plurality of virtual paths each having the same
transmission capacity, the virtual path having the smallest VPI number is searched for in a step 38, and the

virtual path thus selected is used In a step 39 to modify the VPI table, wherein the virtual path thus selected

such as the virtual path 0003, Is set to correspond to the virtual path 2001 that has the highest priority.

Thereby, a path connecting the virtual path 0003 to the virtual path 2001 is established. When the result of

55 the step 35 is NO, the steps 36 - 38 are skipped and the process at the step 39 is conducted immediately.

Similarly, when the result of the step 37 is NO, the process at the step 39 is conducted Immediately.

After the step 39, a discrimination Is made in a step 40 whether the alternative communication path for

carrying the lost traffic is fully restored or not. and if the result is NO, the steps starting from the step 34 are

9
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repeated. Thereby, the virtual path 0002 is selected in the step 34 and the virtual path 0002 is connected to

the virtual path 2002 in the step 39. Similarly, by repeating the steps 34 et seq. again, the virtual path 0004
is selected and the virtual path 0004 is connected to the virtual path 2003.

In the foregoing description of the first embodiment, it will be noted that the alternative communication
5 path may contain more than one intermediate node N4. As the order of connection is prescribed in each

node according to the priority, the transmission capacity and the VPI number, the setup of the alternative

communication path can be achieved by the minimum transmission of information. Further, the order of the

process between the steps 3 - 7 and 34 - 38 may be modified such that the path having the largest

capacity is selected first, as long as the order of selection of the path is determined commonly for each of

10 the nodes forming the network. Further, the present invention is by no means limited to the actual process
of searching the alternative communication path. For example, the process of the present invention Is

applicable to the path search process of Grover, United states Patent 4,956,835 op cit. as well as to the

path search process of EP 0 436 201 proposed by the inventors of the present invention.

Next, a second embodiment of the present invention for implementing the setup of the alternative

/5 communication path in the case of the synchronous transfer mode known as STM will be described with

reference to FIGS.9 and 10 as well as FIGS. 11(A) - 11(C). wherein FIG.9 shows the format of data that is

transmitted in the synchronous transfer mode.
Referring to FIG. 9, the data is transmitted as a periodical repetition of frames, wherein each frame

includes a succession overhead (SOH) followed by a repetition of a path overhead (POH) and a
20 corresponding user payload for carrying information. There, each payload is given a predetermined time

slot and carries information corresponding to a path, and the switching of between the paths is achieved by
exchanging the time slot of the payloads. In other words, each node of the second embodiment has a
switching table similar to the VPI table for cross-connecting the time slots of the payloads, and the setup of

the alternative communication path is achieved by modifying the switching table at each node of the

25 alternative communication path.

Referring to FIG. 10 showing the restoration of communication in a STM network, the network includes

nodes N2*, N4', N5' and N8' respectively corresponding to the nodes N2, N4. N5 and N8. wherein FIG. 10
shows the situation that an original communication path is set between the nodes N2' and N8' through the

node N5' via links L4', L5'. LO' and LI' and that the node N5' has become defective. In correspondence to

30 the network of FIG.6, the network of FIG. 10 further includes links L2' and L3' respectively connecting the

node N4' to the node N8' and the node N2' to the node N4'.

Upon the detection of failure of the node N5', the node N8' identifies the unused time slots in the link

L2' extending from the node N8' to the node N4'. starting from the time slot having the highest order of

priority and effects a modification of the switching table as shown in FIGS. 11 (A) and 11(B). wherein FIG. li-

as (A) shows the correspondence of the time slots before the modification of the switching table and FIG.1 1(B)

shows the correspondence of the time slots after the modification of the switching table.

Referring to FIG. 11(A) showing the switching of the time slots before the table modification, the time
slot #3 having the highest priority in the (ink LO' is "switched" to the time slot #7 that has the highest

priority in the link Li'. Similarly, the time slot #4 having the second priority in the link LO* is switched to the

40 time slot #9 in the link Li', and the time slot #5 having the third priority in the link LO' is switched to the

time slot #9 in the link LO'. Further. FIG.1 1(A) shows stitching of other link Lx to the link LI' of which
description is omitted.

Upon the detection of the failure of the node N5, the node N8' searches for the unused time slots in the

link L2' that forms the alternative communication path There, the time slots are searched in number
45 corresponding to the time slots that have carried the lost traffic, and the modification of the switching table

is conducted as indicated in FIG.1 1(B). There, it will be noted that unused time slots #2, #3 end #4 in the

link L2' are switched to the time slots #7, #8 and #9 of the link LV respectively, wherein the time slot #2 in

the link K2' has the highest priority, the tame slot #3 has the second priority and the time slot #4 has the

third priority in the time slots #2 - #4 in the link L2'.

50 Next, the node N8' produces and transmits a path setup message shown In FIG. 10 to the node N4' via

a link L2', wherein the path setup message contains the number of the paths and hence the number of the

time slots to be switched at the node N4' and the identification of the unused time slot included in the link

L2' and having the highest order of priority. As each time slot carries the same amount of information, the

information for designating the capacity of time slot is not necessary in the path setup message used in the

55 second embodiment. In the illustrated example, the time slot #2 has the highest priority among the time
slots #2 - #4. Similarly to the first embodiment, each node of FIG.1 0 includes a database for storing the

order of priority, and the node N4' recovers the slots #2 - #4 from the path setup message thus transmitted

and effects a modification of the switching table therein as represented in FIG. 11(C). There, it will be noted

10
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that the time slots #10 - #12 are the unused time slots in the link L3' wherein the time slot #10 has the

highest order of priority, the time slot #12 has the lowest order of priority.

Further the node N4' transmits the path setup message to the node N2' after modifying the time slot

having the highest priority from #2 to #10 as indicated, while keeping the number of the time slots

5 unchanged. At the node N2, the time slots #10 - #12 are recovered by referring to a database provided

thereto and the switching to the time slots in the link L4' is achieved according to the order of priority, as

indicated in FIGS.II(D) and 11<E). wherein FIG. 11(D) shows the switching table at the node N4' before the

modification and FIG. 11(F) shows the switching table after the modification. Thereby, the alternative

communication path is successfully restored between the node N2' and the node N8*.

10 Further the present invention is not limited to the embodiments described heretofore, but various

variations and modifications may be made without departing from the scope of the invention.

Reference signs in the claims are Intended for better understanding and shall not limit the scope.

Claims

75

1. A method for restoring a communication failure in a network, said network comprising a plurality of

nodes (N2 - N8, N2' - N8') connected with each other by links (LO - L5, LO' - L5'), each link including a

plurality of paths for carrying a traffic of information, characterized by the steps of:

providing a predetermined order for selecting the paths for each of said links included in said

20 network;

searching an alternative communication path upon a failure in communication occurring in said

network;

producing, at a first arbitrary node (N8, N8') Included in said alternative communication path, a first

path setup message containing at least information about the number of the paths to be selected in a

25 link extending from said first node and forming said alternative communication path, for setting up said

alternative communication path, and an identification code of the path that is to be first selected in a

first link (L2. L2*) that extends from said first node and forming a part of said alternative communication

path;

transmitting said first path setup message through said first link (L2, L2') to a second node (N4,

30 N4') also included in said alternative communication path and located adjacent to said first node, said

second node being connected to said first node by said first link;

selecting, at said second node (N4, N4'), paths in a second link (L3. L3') that forms a part of said

alternative communication path and exits from said second node at a side opposite to said first link,

said step of selecting the paths in said second link being conducted to select a predetermined number

35 of paths specified by said first path setup message according to said predetermined order of selection;

effecting, at said second node (N4, N4'), a connection of said paths selected in said first link (L2,

L2') to said paths selected in said second link (L3, L3');

producing a second path setup message at said second node such that said second path includes

at least information about the number of the paths selected in said second link for setting up said

40 alternative communication path and an identification code of the path that is first selected in said

second link; and

transmitting said second path setup massage from said second node along said second link to

another node (N2, N2') included also in said alternative communication path and connected to said

second node by said second link.

45

2. A method as claimed in claim 1 characterized in that said method further comprises a step of providing

a predetermined priority order to each path included in each link of the network, and said predeter-

mined order of selection is determined to select, in each of said first and second links, the paths

according to said order of priority of the paths.

50

3. A method as claimed in claim 1 characterized in that each of said links (LO - L5) forming the network

comprises a plurality of virtual paths, having respective transmission capacities, as said paths.

4. _ A method as claimed in claim 1 characterized in that each of said links (LO* - L5') forming the network

55 includes time slots provided in a transmission frame of information used for carrying information in the

synchronous transfer mode, as said path.

1
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A method as claimed in claim 3 characterized in that each of said first and second path setup

messages further contains information about a total transmission capacity required for said alternative

communication link.

A method as claimed in claim 5 characterized in that said step of selecting the paths in each of said

first and second nodes (N8, N4) being conducted according to the order of said transmission capacity

of the virtual paths when a plurality of virtual paths having the same order of priority are selected.

A method as claimed in claim 6 characterized in that said step of selecting the paths in each of said

first and second nodes (N8, N4) being conducted according to the order of said identification code for

identifying the virtual paths.

A method for restoring a communication failure in a network, said network comprising a plurality of

nodes (N2 - N8) connected with each other by links {LO - L5), each link including a plurality of paths,

characterized in that said method comprises the steps of:

providing a predetermined order of selection to each path in a link (LO - L5);

searching for an alternative communication path extending from a first end node (N8) to a second

end node (N2) via an intermediate node by activating a path search process;

deciding the transmission capacity necessary for said alternative communication path;

effecting a connection, at said first end node (N8) and after said step of searching for said

alternative communication path has been completed, between the paths (0003, 0002, 0004) included in

a first link (Li) extending from said first end node (N8) and forming a part of an original communication

path, and the paths (1001, 1002, 1003) included in a second link (L2) extending from said first end

node and forming a part of said alternative communication path, said paths in said second link being

determined based upon said transmission capacity of said alternative communication path;

transmitting from said first end node (N8) a path setup message that contains information about the

transmission capacity (200M) that is required for the alternative communication path, the number of the

paths (3) included in said second link and used for said alternative communication path, and an

identification of a reference path (1001) that is included in said second link and used for said alternative

communication path, said path setup message being transmitted along said second link (L2), said

reference path being the first path in said second link that is selected for said alternative communica-

tion path;

identifying, in an intermediate node (N4) included in said alternative communication path and to

which a path setup message is supplied via a third link (L2) that forms a part of said alternative

communication path, the paths (1001, 1002, 1003) included in said third link (L2) and to be switched at

said intermediate node (N4) for setting up said alternative communication path, based upon said path

setup message supplied thereto, said path setup message containing information about the transmis-

sion capacity (200M) that is required for the alternative communication path, the number of the paths

(3) included in said third link and to be used at said intermediate node for establishing said alternative

communication path, and an identification of a reference path (1001) that is selected at first in said third

link (L2) for establishing said alternative communication path;

effecting a switching at said intermediate node (N4) for connecting those paths (1001, 1002, 1003)

that are included in said third link and identified based upon said path setup message, to paths (2001,

2002, 2003) that are included in a fourth link (L3) that extends form said intermediate node (N4) and

forming a part of said alternative communication path, said intermediate node further transmitting a

modified path setup message via said fourth link (L3) such that said modified path setup message

contains a reference path (2001) that is selected at first in said fifth link for said alternative

communication path, in addition to the information indicative of the transmission capacity (200M)

required for said alternative communication path and the number of the paths (3) used for the

alternative communication path;

identifying, in said second end node (N2) to which a path setup message is supplied via a fifth link

(L3) that forms a part of said alternative communication path, the paths Included in said fifth link (L3)

and to be switched at said second end node for setting up said alternative communication path, based

upon a path setup message supplied thereto, said path setup message containing information about the

transmission capacity (200M) that is required for the alternative communication path, the number of the

paths (3) included in said fifth link and to be used at said intermediate node for establishing said

alternative communication path, and an identification of a reference virtual path (2001) that is included

in said paths In said fourth link (L3) and is selected at first for establishing said alternative communica-

12
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tion path; and

effecting a switching at said second end node (N4) for connecting those paths (2002, 2001 , 2003)

that are included in said fifth link (L3) and identified based upon said path setup message, to paths

(0002, 0003. 0004) that are included in a sixth link that extends form said second end node and forming

5 a part of an original communication path.
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